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Abstract— This paper presents an automatic deep learning 
method for the location detection of important retinal 
landmarks, the fovea and optic disc (OD) in digital fundus 
retinal images. The proposed method, which is based on deep 
convolutional neural networks (CNN) does not depend the 
visual appearance or anatomical features of the retinal 
landmarks. It comprises convolution, max-pooling, fully 
connected and dropout layers as well as an output layer. The 
CNN is trained using an existing dataset images along with 
their annotated locations of the foveal and OD centres. 
Performance of the network is evaluated using Root Mean 
Square Error (RMSE). The developed feature learning 
approach presents a promising system for retinal landmark 
detection. 
Keywords— Automatic feature learning; convolutional 
neural network; deep learning; retinal landmarks; automated 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
The human retina comprises several components, 
including the optic disc (OD), blood vessels, the fovea, and 
the macula. The OD appears as a bright yellowish region 
within color fundus images through which the blood vessels 
enter the eye. The macula is the center of the retina that is 
responsible for our central vision. The fovea is a small 
depression in the center of the macula. The location of the 
fovea center is about 2.5 ODDs from the optic disc center. 
The foveal radius is between 1/3 and 1/4 of the macula 
radius which is roughly equal to 1 ODD [1], [2].  
Automatic detection of retinal anatomical structure from 
digital fundus images has been receiving increasing 
emphasis in the medical image processing community [3]-
[7]. In particular, detecting location of the retinal landmarks 
played an important role in identifying retinal pathologies 
including glaucoma, diabetic maculopathy (DR), and age 
related macular degeneration (AMD). Importance of fovea 
detection is based on the fact that the nearer the center of the 
fovea a lesion is, the severer this lesion is. Moreover, center 
of OD can be used as a reference point for annotating other 
retinal structure. The OD can also be used as a starting point 
for blood vessels tracking [8]. 
Numerous methods have been reported in the literature 
[9]–[15] addressing various issues relevant to the visual 
appearance or anatomical features of OD and fovea such as 
Gegundez-Arias et al. [15] based on priori known 
anatomical features to detect the location of fovea. These 
methods that aimed at improving detection of the 
anatomical features of OD and fovea and, in particular, their 
positions involved. Furthermore, various machine-learning 
analytics were proposed, including; k-nearest neighbor [16], 
ensemble based methods [17], [18]. In [17], the authors 
organized the most recent OD detectors into an ensemble 
and complex framework to maximize the accuracy of OD 
detection. However, performance of these analytics was 
highly dependent on the quality of the features extraction 
method.   
For a long time, the features have been extracted 
manually through adopting various feature-engineering 
approaches. However, the existing generic guidelines for 
extracting features from different datasets cannot fulfill the 
requirements of different datasets. For example, the features 
that are usable for one dataset are often not usable for other 
datasets. Therefore, the search for new algorithms that are 
capable of learning features automatically has become a key 
requirement for developing more accurate machine learning 
analytics [19].  
Nowadays, a new area in machine learning analytics that 
is called deep neural networks (DNNs) has been emerged. 
Unlike the conventional ANN, the layers of DNN are not 
fully connected and can learn to recognize highly complex 
non-linear features in its input. In addition, DNNs are also 
based on graphical processing units (GPUs) that have 
become the platform of choice for training large and 
complex DNN-based machine learning in both local and 
distributed application levels. Various deep learning 
architectures such as convolutional neural network (CNN), 
deep belief network (DBN), and restricted Boltzmann 
machine (RBM) have reported and applied to various 
applications including computer vision [20], automatic 
speech recognition [21], natural language processing [22], 
and bioinformatics [23] where they have been shown to 
produce state-of-the-art results on various tasks. 
In this paper, a new automatic feature learning method is 
proposed to detect the OD and fovea locations 
simultaneously (joint OD-fovea detection). The proposed 
method that is based on deep CNN does not depend the 
visual appearance or anatomical features of the landmarks 
under study. Furthermore, unlike traditional machine 
learning and feature engineering algorithms, the hierarchical 
extracted features of the proposed method are automatically 
learned from the dataset and thus address the challenges of 
different datasets on individual bases.  
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.  
Section II describes the convolutional neural network. The 
dataset adopted in this study is described in Section III 
along with the proposed feature learning and detection 
method.   Next, performance evaluation of the developed 
algorithm for retinal landmarks detection is presented and 
discussed in Section IV. Finally, the presented work is 
concluded in Section V. 
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II. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK 
In contrast to conventional shallow classifiers, such as 
neural networks and support vector machines, for which a 
feature extraction step is essential, hierarchies of significant 
features are learnt by deep learning algorithms directly from 
the raw input data.  
A block diagram representation for the proposed 
convolutional neural network architecture is shown in Fig. 
1. It comprises three convolutional layers, three pooling 
layers and four dropout layers followed by fully connected 
layers and an output classification/regression layer, as 
illustrated.  These layers are described briefly as follows.  
1) Convolutional layer: The convolutional layer 
comprises a sequence of filters to perform a 2D convolution 
on the input images. The convolutional filter has dimensions 
much smaller than the image it works on connecting to local 
regions in the input images with weights shared between all 
filters. The output of each input map in the images (feature 
map) is determined by summing the responses over the 
whole input map [24]. 
2) Max-pooling layer:	The feature map resulting from 
a convolution layer is usually down-sampled by non-
overlapped square regions, where the size of this square 
region is a hyper-parameter that could be empirically 
adjusted by the user. This square region (window) is moved 
over the feature map: each time the highest activation in this 
local region is picked out while other values are omitted. 
The motivation and intuition behind this layer is to speed up 
convergence by decreasing the number of parameters to be 
learnt and the computation time in the neural network [25].	 
3) Dropout layer:	A dropout layer [26] is an effective 
regularization technique that helps to reduce the overfitting 
during training. The overfitting problem can be reduced by 
randomly deleting the node in the layer with a certain 
probability at each training step. A deleted unit will not 
participate in forward propagation and backpropagation in 
the training stage that is achieved using the stochastic 
gradient descent (SGD) algorithm. All of deleted units are 
re-enabled at testing stage by multiplying them with one 
minus the probability of dropping out.	 
4) Fully Connected layer:	It usually represents the top 
layers of deep neural network architecture. Each neuron in 
this layer is connected completely to all of the neurons in 
the previous layer and the weights of these connection are 
specific to each neuron. The number of neurons in the 
output layer which is fully connected layer represents a one 
neuron per class (one neuron for each coordinate of F and 
OD in this work) 
5) Activation functions:	 Deep networks usually 
comprise convolution filters followed by a non-linear 
activation function after each layer.  Rectified activation 
function is used after all convolution layers in our proposed 
network. A unit employing the rectifier is called a Rectified 
Linear Unit (RELU) [27]. The rectified function is defined 
by  
                𝜑: 𝑥 → max (0, 𝑥).                                      (1) 
 
Architecture of the implemented convolutional network 
is described in Table I. Last column shows the size of filters, 
window size of max-pooling, and probability of dropping a 
node in each layer.  
TABLE I. DEEP NURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE  
Name Size No. of outputs Filters# 
Size of Filter, 
maxpool,,Probability 
input 1×256×256 65536 - - 
conv1 16×254×254 1032256 16 filter size = (3,3) 
pool1 16×127×127 258064 - maxpool size = (2,2) 
dropout1 - - - dropout1_p = 0.05 
conv2 32×126×126 508032 32 filter size = (2,2) 
pool2 32×63×63 127008 - maxpool size = (2,2) 
dropout2 - - - dropout2_p = 0.1 
conv3 32×62×62 246016 64 filter size = (2,2) 
pool3 32×31×31 61504 - maxpool size = (2,2) 
dropout3 - - - dropout3_p = 0.2 
FC 250 250 - - 
dropout4 - - - dropout3_p = 0.3 
FC 250 250 - - 
output 4 4 - - 
 
Figure 1. Convolutional neural network architecture 
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III. MATERIALS AND METHOD 
A. Dataset 
The ARIA dataset [28] is adopted in this study. It 
comprises 120 images evenly divided between normal and 
diabetic images. These images were captured using Zeiss 
FF450+ fundus camera with 50-degree field of view and a 
resolution of 576×768 pixels. A trained image-analysis 
expert had marked up the border of the optic disc as well as 
the fovea location in the original dataset. However, the 
coordinates of the optic disc and fovea centers are unknown. 
B. Method 
The proposed feature learning and detection method 
consists of three main phases: pre-processing, CNN training, 
and a testing and evaluation stage as shown in the block 
diagram of Fig. 2.  These stages are outlines as follows.  
1) Pre-processing: At this stage, the images are prepared 
for training. The optic disc and foveal center point 
coordinates are located and calculated depending on ground 
truth images, as shown in Fig. 3. This is achieved by finding 
the two objects (border of OD and the fovea object) in the 
provided ground truth images. After that, the centroid of 
these objects are identified. For the purpose of this study, 
the images were resized to 256×256 pixels whiled the 
annotated center point coordinates of both the OD and fovea 
were scaled accordingly. These annotated locations together 
with the images were used to train and evaluate the 
performance of the implemented networks.  
2) Convolutional neural network: As described in 
Section II, architecture of the CNN comprises convolutional 
filters which are responsible of extracting the features, 
subsampling layers to reduce the number of parameters, 
dropout layers to decrease the overfitting, and the output 
layer that represent the axis coordinates of OD and F. Since 
detecting the landmarks’ location is a regression task, mean 
square error (MSE) is the objective function that should be 
minimized in the output layer.  
3)  Network training: The dataset was randomly divided 
into 90 images for training and validation (20% of training 
data is a validation data), and the remaining 30 for testing. 
Furthermore, detecting the center points of the OD and F is 
a regression task, therefore; the gray scale images were fed 
to the convolutional network. It is not necessary to use the 
colors of the images in this regression task because it just 
adds extra complexity. Moreover, the pixel values of images 
were scaled between [0, 1] rather than [0,255] and the 
annotated location of OD and F values were scaled between 
[-1, 1]. After training stage, the trained network is used to 
test the unseen images to evaluate the system generalization 
performance.  
4) Test and evaluation: Once the network is trained, the 
convolution neural network will be able to perform the 
prediction on the test data set. In this stage, the performance 
of our implemented network is assessed.   
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
All experiments are conducted on a Linux Mint machine 
with 16GB RAM, Intel Xeon 3.50GHz processor and 
NVIDIA Quadro K2200 GPU with 640 CUDA parallel-
processing cores. We use Lasagne [29] Python deep 
learning library built on the top of Theano [30] to 
implement and train the convolutional neural networks. To 
train the networks by updating the weights, SGD with a 
momentum optimization algorithm having learning rate 
(0.01) and momentum parameter (0.9) is used. Weight 
initialization method proposed in [31] is considered to 
initialize the weights of kernels in the implemented network 
and the network is trained with 500 epoch. 
 
Figure 2. Stages of the proposed feature learning and detection method
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Figure 3. Preparation of dataset Images 
 
Learning performance of the implemented network has 
been monitored during the training stage by plotting the 
learning curves for both training and validation sets by 
determining the loss in terms of RMSE as shown in Fig. 4. 
As illustrated, the model suffers from slight overfitting (high 
variance) where the gap between the training and validation 
error indicates the amount of overfitting. Also, we can 
notice from the figure that the training error is much less 
than validation error. More examples are therefore needed to 
improve the validation error. The reason behind this 
overfitting problem is the CCNs typically need larger 
training dataset to extract a more efficient set of features. In 
addition to adding more data, data augmentation technique 
allows for artificially increasing the number of training 
examples through applying transformation, adding noise to 
the images and others.  
 
Figure 4. Learning performance of the conventional neural network  
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The implemented network has been tested on the test set 
as shown in Fig. 5. As illustrated in the images of this 
figure, the proposed CNN has successfully extracted the 
features of interest (i.e. the optic disc and fovea). For the 
purpose of performance comparison, the methods reported 
in the literature had used 1R criteria to evaluate and assess 
their retinal landmark detection methodologies where R 
refers to the OD radius. The distance between the ground 
truth and the obtained location of the OD or foveal center is 
compared with the 1R-value in each image to determine the 
validity of the location determined by the automated 
detection methods. Many studies [4]-[6],[32] have 
established that the obtained detection of the landmark 
center is correct if the Euclidean distances to the ground 
truth centers is within half the OD diameter. Moreover, 
there is no fix rule or formula to calculate 1R-value where 
the aforementioned studies used different OD radii in their 
studies even though they worked on the same dataset. As a 
result of the mentioned reasons, a strategy should be 
proposed and considered to determine the OD radius in the 
data set that is used in our work in order to be able to 
compare our obtained results with other methodologies in 
the literature.  Furthermore, for training, adaptive values for 
both learning rate and momentum parameter can be used 
rather than the constant values to speed up the training 
process.  In addition to that, the poor quality images could 
be further enhanced using image enhancement techniques as 
a preprocessing step. 
V. CONCLUSIONS  
In this paper, an automated method to locate the most 
important anatomical landmarks in fundus images has been 
presented. The benefits of features learned automatically 
from the retinal images through the stacked layers of 
convolution filters have been designed, realized and 
evaluated. The developed method, which is based on deep 
convolutional neural network, has proved to be efficient in 
feature learning and identification of retinal landmarks of 
interest.
 
  
  
Figure 5.  Examples of joint OD-Fovea prediction results on. The left cross in each image represents the OD centers and the right represents the fovea center 
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The obtained results demonstrated that the proposed 
feature learning method is promising in identifying locations 
of anatomical structure efficiently and accurately. 
Implementing multiple layers of learning filters has been 
proved to be superior to current approaches in extracting the 
features automatically from the data and thus solved the 
issues related to the workload in extracting the features 
manually from various types of datasets. The proposed 
work, however, is still open for further improvements 
including (i) increasing the size of dataset by applying a 
more efficient data augmentation technique, (ii) utilizing an 
adaptive value for both the learning rate and momentum, 
(iii) using more advanced 1R criteria that depends dynamic 
optic disc radius rather than using a fixed radius, and (iv) 
using multiple performance evaluation metrics to assess the 
detection accuracy of the landmarks. These 
improvements are currently part of the authors’ ongoing 
research. 
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